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Zero tolerance on anonymity as
cover for online crime: Minister
New amendments to social media rules to be finalised before July-end after consultations

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA
New Delhi, 7 June
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The government has 'zero tolerance' on anonymity being a
cover for crimes committed
online, and production of
evidence during the course of
a criminal investigation is an
“unambiguous obligation" on
intermediaries and players, IT
Minister Rajeev Chandrasekhar said on Tuesday.
He was responding to a
question about some VPN providers pulling out servers from
India in the aftermath of the
new cybersecurity rules introduced recently, even as they
have purportedly assured users
of continued services.
The minister also said the
government was “open” to big
tech platforms suggesting an
effective self-regulatory appellate mechanism that can offer

YOUDON'TGIVEUSDATA.WEDON'TWANTANYDATA.
BUTWHENTHEREISANILLEGALITYCOMMITTED,YOU
SHOULDBEINAPOSITIONTOPRODUCETHEDATAAND
INFORMATIONABOUTWHOCOMMITTEDIT...
RAJEEV CHANDRASEKHAR, IT minister

a “better solution” to resolve
grievances raised by social
media
users,
asserting
new amendments to social
media rules will be finalised
before July-end after extensive
consultations.
The comment assumes significance as the Centre is proposing to set up a grievance
appellate committee to look
into appeals filed by individuals against decisions of griev-

ance officers of social media
platforms.
The Ministry of Electronics
and IT has mandated cloud
service
providers,
VPN
(Virtual Private Network)
firms, data centre companies
and virtual private server providers to store users' data for
at least five years.
Following this, there have
been reports that Express VPN
has removed its servers from

India, becoming the first major
VPN player to do so after the
cybersecurity rules were introduced.
“There are some companies
who believe that anonymity is
their express marketing USP.
For us, anonymity is not a safe
harbour for criminality,” the
minister said, observing that
some companies had build
their entire business model
around anonymity.

Govt unveils policy for air sports,
sees 10x annual revenue growth
ARINDAM MAJUMDER
New Delhi, 7 June

The Union Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA)
on Tuesday announced the country’s first
national air sports policy (NASP 2022), which
will cover aerobatics, aeromodelling, model
rocketry, amateur-built and experimental
aircraft, ballooning, and drones.
Gliding and powered gliding, hang-gliding and powered hang-gliding, parachuting
— including skydiving, BASE jumping and
wingsuit flying — paragliding and paramotoring (including powered parachute trikes),
powered aircraft and rotorcraft, will also be
covered under the policy.
“The youth of India represent the future
of aero sports. Programmes aimed at raising
interest in aerial sports will be encouraged.
Schools, colleges, and universities will be
encouraged to have air sports included in
the curriculum,” Union Civil Aviation
Minister Jyotiraditya Scindia said.
He said ~80-100 crore of revenue is generated from airsports annually and the figure
could rise 10 times. “From a small market
size of around 5,000-odd air sports practitioners creating around ~80-100 crore of
annual revenue in India, I feel we can target
over ~8,000–10,000 crore annual revenue
and generate over 1,00,000 direct jobs. The

> FROM PAGE 1

RBI...
Crude oil prices scaling back to
the $120 per barrel level also
impacted the currency, with
India importing 80 per cent of
its requirements.
Despite trading above 78
levels early morning in NDF
(non-deliverable forwards),
onshore USDINR opened quite
flat around 77.72 levels and
ended yet another day within
a tight range of 5 paise. The pair
remains well protected below
77.80 levels amid strong selling
coming from PSUs on behalf of
the RBI and apparent participation by foreign banks and
corporates,” said Amit Pabari,
managing director, CR Forex

>

economic multiplier benefits in terms of
travel, tourism, support services and local
infrastructure development will be over
three times.”
The policy proposes a two-tier governance structure for air sports in the country,
which will include an apex governing body
called the Air Sports Federation of India
(ASFI) and associations for each air sport.
The ASFI will be an autonomous body
under the Ministry of Civil Aviation and will
represent India at the Lausanne (Switzerland)-headquartered Fédération Aéronaautique Internationale (FAI) and other global
platforms related to air sports. It will provide
governance over various aspects of air sports,
such as regulation, certification, competitions, awards and penalties.
The minister said the armed forces of
India, Central Armed Police Forces and various state police forces have excellent training facilities for air sports. “ASFI will engage
with the ministries of defence and home
affairs, and state police forces to explore
opportunities for extending their facilities
to the public at a reasonable fee,” the policy
says.
Other than direct revenue, air sports
activities will gain more from growth of
travel, tourism, infrastructure, and local
employment, especially in the hilly regions.

Advisors. The rupee hit an alltime closing low on May 19,
when it ended at 77.73/$, while
intra-day record low was 77.80
on May 17.
Meanwhile, the dollar
surged as rising US Treasury
yields supported the greenback, pushing the Japanese
yen to its lowest level against
the dollar in two decades. The
yen dropped to a 20-year low
of 133 per dollar.
Throughout the day, the
rupee managed to remain well
under 77.73 levels and as the
onshore trade wrapped, the
pair again moved above 77.80
in NDF. This clearly signifies
that the RBI has held the reins
of the rupee strong to avoid any
unprecedented volatility amid
shaky market sentiments,”
Pabari said.
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FROMAMARKETSIZEOF
5,000-ODDAIRSPORTS
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AROUND~80-100CRORE
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CROREANNUALREVENUE
ANDGENERATEOVER
100,000DIRECTJOBS
JYOTIRADITYA SCINDIA,

Union Civil
Aviation
Minister

The central bank has beefed
up its intervention in the foreign exchange market since the
Indian unit came under pressure after the Russia-Ukraine
war broke out in late February.
There has been intervention in
all three segments of the market – spot, futures and the offshore. In April, the RBI sold $2
billion on a net basis in the spot
market – a record high – which
slowed the pace of currency
depreciation.
The rupee has depreciated
4.34 per cent in 2022, and 2.5
per cent in the current financial
year. In May, the currency
depreciated 1.6 per cent against
the dollar amid aggressive
intervention by the central
bank.
RBI
Governor
Shaktikanta Das earlier said
that the central bank did not
allow a runaway depreciation
of the currency. Surging crude
prices, foreign fund outflows,
broad dollar strength and firm
US bonds are expected to keep
the Indian rupee under pressure,” IFA Global said in a note.
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The 10-year Indian bond yield
hit a three-year high at 7.5 per
cent, while the 10-year US bond
yield was at 3.02 per cent, closer
to the highs it hit on June 5,
2022. “The move higher in US
yields could well be in anticipation of the $96 billion of US
government bond sales hitting
markets this week in the 3-, 10and 30-year tenors,” said
Jeffrey Halley, senior market
analyst, Asia Pacific, OANDA.
Market experts said investors were hesitant to take bets
on risky assets as heightened
volatility diminished the
chances of markets holding
onto gains. The tapering of
monetary stimulus and geopolitical tensions have led to questions about how these measures could hurt economic
activity and corporate earnings.
The European Central Bank
(ECB) is also likely to end its
monetary easing and develop
a plan to end its negative interest rate regime that has been in
place for the last eight years.

ECB officials had hinted at rate
hikes after Eurozone inflation
hit a record high in May. At
present, ECB’s deposit rate is at
0.5 per cent.
On Tuesday, Australia’s central bank announced a rate
hike and signalled more hikes
to rein in inflation.
Going forward, apart from
the RBI’s announcement, US
inflation data on Friday is
expected to guide the market
trajectory this week.
“An 8.5 per cent plus US
inflation print could see it start
to price in a recession and head
to inversion in parts, as the data
reinforce Fed tightening. In a
stagflationary environment,
central banks don’t have a good
choice, just least bad ones. I
don’t think the US is at stagflation yet, but if oil stays above
$120 a barrel, it might soon be,”
said Halley.
Vinod Nair, head of
research, Geojit Financial
Services, said the volatility in
the market was forcing investors to stay on the sidelines
ahead of the RBI’s policy
announcement. “The market
has factored a hike up to 50 bps
of repo rate and CRR, but any
further stricter measures to
clamp liquidity due to lingering
inflation will impact the market trend. Apart from the
monetary measures, the RBI’s
growth and inflation forecast
guidance will determine the
market trend,” he said.
The market breadth was
weak, with 2,052 stocks declining and 1,250 advancing.

Parekh...
Commenting on the Indian
housing finance market, he
said the country should be able
to double the size of its home
loan market to around $600 billion in the next five years.
“This would coincide with
the period when India attains
its much-aspired goal of
becoming a $5-trillion economy. Despite the doubling of
housing loans, India’s mortgage penetration would still
remain low at an estimated 13
per cent of GDP,” he said.
Parekh said that in order to

The production of evidence
in case of a crime, or during
investigation, is an “absolutely
unambiguous obligation” of
every intermediary, he said.
“You don't give us data. We
don't want any data. But when
there is an illegality committed, you should definitely
be in a position to produce the
data and information about
who committed it...,” the minister said.
He further said, “We are
going to have zero tolerance on
anonymity being a cover for
crime online.” To another
question on his meeting with
gaming startups, the minister
indicated that discussions
would be around creation of a
framework.
On whether there is a possibility of a central level rule or
law to oversee gaming, he said,
“We will see.”

Green open
access okayed
for below
100-Kw users
To increase the purchase of
renewable energy in the
country, the Union government has allowed smaller
electricity consumers, below
100 Kw, to purchase green
energy through open access.
Open access allows a
consumer to buy electricity
from a source of its choice.
Earlier, green energy open
access was restricted till 1
Mw consumption level.
The move is expected to
draw the attention of
smaller industries and commercial consumers or large
households to shift to green
energy.
Through a Gazette notification, the power ministry
notified “Green Open
Access” Rules, 2022. It said
these rules are for “promoting generation, purchase
and consumption of green
energy including the energy
from
Waste-to-Energy
plants”.
SHREYA JAI

take India’s mortgage-to-GDP
ratio to cross 20 per cent,
housing loans would have to
grow exponentially in decades
to come.

World Bank...
Rating agency S&P and the
International Monetary Fund
were among agencies that had
recently cut their FY23 forecast
for India. At 7.5 per cent, the
World Bank’s forecast is still
slightly more bullish than the
Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI’s)
forecast of 7.2 per cent.
India’s economy grew 8.7
per cent in 2021-22, making it
the fastest-growing major economy in the world. The output
was helped primarily by the
agriculture sector and the government final consumption
expenditure.
On Wednesday, the RBI’s
monetary policy committee is
expected to announce a repo
rate cut of at least 50 basis
points as inflation hits household savings and corporate
margins. The Centre, meanwhile, slashed excise duties on
petrol and diesel, placed export
curbs on items, including
wheat, and cut duties on other
items to keep prices in check.
A rise in prices across all
items from fuel and vegetables
to cooking oil pushed the
wholesale price index-based
inflation rate to a series high of
15.08 per cent in April and retail
inflation to a near eight-year
high of 7.79 per cent.
“Following more than two
years of the pandemic, spillovers from the Russian
Federation’s invasion of
Ukraine are set to sharply
hasten the deceleration of
global economic activity, which
is now expected to slow to 2.9
per cent in 2022,” World Bank
said on global growth prospects. It said that the war in
Ukraine is leading to high commodity prices, adding to supply
disruptions, increasing food
insecurity and poverty, exacerbating inflation, contributing
to tighter financial conditions,
magnifying financial vulnerability, and heightening policy
uncertainty.
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D …-¯‡-fﬁ- ƒ‡-œ-ƒﬂÿÌ-µ‚-Z ≤ﬁÀÌ- Ê…-¡-Á∑ﬁ-∑ﬂAW ÿ-œXÿ-ÿﬂ-Êa Œ‚-Kﬁ¢
Êÿ-Œ-ÿÌ-xV Æ¢.-Æ¡Ì.- ÆµÌ-ÿÌÁx-√W …-¯‡-f-µZ º‚Ë‹ …ƒﬂ-Ê»ﬁ-Kﬂ-»Ì- ¶¯¢-Õﬂ-A·¢.- ’ﬂ÷-∆-Œﬁ-œ Ëø¢-Áø-Ãﬂ-Z ÿV’-µ‹ﬁ-÷ﬁ-‹ Ê’-ÃÌ-Ëÿ-xﬂ-W.D …-¯‡-fﬁ- À-‹¢-

»ﬁ-‹ﬁ¢ Êÿ-Œ-ÿÌ-xV …-F’-r-¯ ßaÁd∑-x-¡Ì- ¡-Ãﬂ-Z
¡ﬂ-d∑ﬂ- Ãﬂ.-Æ.- _ ÆW.-ÆW.Ãﬂ.- (2011, 2012 Œ·-ƒW 2014 ’Ê¯, 2015 •¡Ì-Œﬂ-◊-»·-µZ _ ÿÉﬂ-ÊŒ-a-˘ﬂ-) …-¯‡-f-œ·-Êø À-‹¢d…-ÿﬂ-i‡-µ-¯ﬂ-Ç·.…·-»VŒ‚-‹c-»ﬂ-V√-œ-Jﬂ»·¢ ÿ‚-fÌ-Œ-…-¯ﬂ-Á÷ﬁ-«-»-A·-Œ·U •-Á…-f-µZ œ-≈ﬁ-dµ-Œ¢370 ¯‚-…, 160 ¯‚-… »ﬂ-¯-Aﬂ-‹·-U
À‡-ÿÌ- ÿ-Ÿﬂ-ƒ¢- 21 ’-Ê¯ …-¯‡fﬁ- µYÁdøﬁ-{-˘·-Êø µﬁ-¯cﬁ‹œ-Jﬂ-W ÿb‡µ-¯ﬂ-A·¢.D ≤Kﬁ¢ Êÿ-Œ-ÿÌ-xV Æ¢.-Æ.ƒ-Œﬂ-›Ì- …ﬂ.-ºﬂ.-ÿﬂ.-ÆÿÌ.-ÆÿÌ.- Ê˘∑·-‹V …-¯‡-f-œ·-Êø À-‹¢- d…ÿﬂ-i‡-µ-¯ﬂ-Ç·.- …·-»VŒ‚-‹c-»ﬂV√-œ-Jﬂ-»·¢ ÿ‚-fÌ-Œ-…-¯ﬂÁ÷ﬁ-«-»-A·¢ œ-≈ﬁ-dµ-Œ¢- 370 ¯‚…, 160 ¯‚-… »ﬂ-¯-Aﬂ-‹·-U À‡ÿÌ- ÿ-Ÿﬂ-ƒ¢- 21 ’-Ê¯
≤ﬁYË‹-»ﬁ-œﬂ- •-Á…-fﬂAﬁ¢.D ≤Kﬁ¢ Êÿ-Œ-ÿÌ-xV Æ¢.-Æ.Œc‚ÿﬂ-µÌ- _ ’‡-√, ’-œ-‹ﬂ-X,
Æ¢.-Æ.- Õ-¯-ƒ-»ﬁ-øc¢ / ÁŒﬁ-Ÿﬂ-»ﬂœﬁ-G¢- / µ-≈-µ-{ﬂ- Á’-◊¢- / µ-≈µ-{ﬂ- ÿ¢-∑‡-ƒ¢- (-Ê˘-∑·-‹V / ÿ-ÉﬂÊŒ-a-˘ﬂ-) …-¯‡-f-µ-{·-Êø À-‹¢- d…∂cﬁ…ﬂ-Ç·.- …·-»£-…-¯ﬂ-Á÷ﬁ-«-»A·¢ ÿ‚-f-Œ-…-¯ﬂ-Á÷ﬁ-«-»-A·¢
»ﬂ-÷Ì-∫ﬂ-ƒ À‡-ÿ-ø-ÇÌ- 21 ’-Ê¯
≤ﬁYË‹-»ﬁ-œﬂ- •-Á…-fﬂAﬁ¢.D 2022 Ød…ﬂ-W ÁŒ-œÌ- Œﬁÿ-B-{ﬂ-W »-ø-Jﬂ-œ ¶˘ﬁ¢
Êÿ-Œ-ÿÌ-xV Ãﬂ.-Æ.-, Ãﬂ.-ÆÿÌÿﬂ-, Ãﬂ.-Áµﬁ¢.- (ÿﬂ- Ãﬂ- ÿﬂÆÿÌ- 2019 •¡Ì-Œﬂ-◊X ˘-∑·‹V) …-¯‡-f-µ-{·-Êø À-‹¢- d…ÿﬂ-i‡-µ-¯ﬂ-Ç·.À-‹¢- www.mgu.ac.in ÆK
Ê’-ÃÌ- Ëÿ-xﬂ-W …-¯ﬂ-Á÷ﬁ-«ﬂAﬁ¢.-

’ﬂ»ﬂŒœ¢
Á¡ﬁ-{V.......................................77.-80
œ‚-Á˘ﬁ-.........................................83.05
…ÏIÌ.........................................97.19
ÿbﬂ-ÿÌdÀﬁ-CÌ.............................79.70
ÿﬂ¢-∑-M·V Á¡ﬁ-{V..................56.51
≤ﬁ-ÿÌÁdø-‹ﬂ-œX.............-............56.96
µ-Á»-¡ﬂ-œX..............................61.71
Ã-ŸÌÊÊ-˘X ∆ﬂ-»ﬁV............... 206.10
µ·-ÊÊ’-JÌ ∆ﬂ-»ﬁV.................253.-63
≤-Œﬁ-»ﬂ ˘ﬂ-œﬁW........................201.-64
ÿÏ-∆ﬂ ˘ﬂ-œﬁW...........................20.71
œ·.-Æ.-ß. ∆ﬂV-Ÿ¢..................... 21.16
∂-JV ˘ﬂ-œﬁW..................-.......21.-17

Î¢·{¢

’ﬂ‹»ﬂ‹’ﬁ¯¢
D -Êµﬁ-ÇﬂD Ê’-{ﬂ-ÊÇ-H
Œﬂ-àﬂ-πÌ......................................14,600
-Ê’-{ﬂ-ÊÇ-H............................-14,000
Êµﬁ-d….............................8250_8450D µ·-¯·-Œ·-{-µÌ
•Y∑ﬁVÃﬂZ¡Ì..............49,400∑ﬁV-ÃﬂZ-¡Ì.........................51,400D …ﬂ-Hﬁ-AÌ
Æ-µÌÿÌÊ…-àV..........................2800Á˘ﬁ-G-˘ﬂ........................................3000
D ∫·--A°
Œ‡-¡ﬂ-œ¢...................................15,000ÊÃ-ÿÌxÌ...................................17,500
D Œ-EZ-Áÿ--‹¢-_ßÏ--Á˘ﬁ--¡-Ì........7200-_-9600
-µﬁ--Eﬂ--¯-A·--¯·-........................1850-•--ø-œÌA- .................................35,000
…--F-ÿﬁ--¯..................................3800
-Œ·--{-µ°.......................................22,-500©-›·-KÌ...............................7000-_-8300Ê∫-˘·-…-œV-.....................8800-_-9000µ-ø-‹................................7000-_-8300-Œ·ƒﬂ¯........................................4700
-Æ-U°........................13,-000_17,-000Œ-àﬂ.............................12,-000--_-22,-000-…-Ç-¯ﬂ »OV 2 ..............2700_3100
-…·--›·--A-‹-¯ﬂ (ºœ)-........3450_3650D ºﬁ--ƒﬂ--AÊƒﬁ--IX............................250--_-300--Êƒﬁ--Iﬂ-àﬁ--J-ƒ°..............550_570
…-dƒﬂ- ∫·-’-MÌ...................1200-_-1300
ÀÌ{-’V ∫·-’-MÌ.............1300-_ 1600ÀÌ{-’V Œ-E-...............1500 _-1800
d∑ﬁ-O‚...............................-775 _990
D -µﬁ--‹-øﬂ-- ’ﬂ--…-√ﬂ-ºﬁ-ƒﬂ-A-Êƒﬁ-IX-............250_300
Êƒﬁ-Iﬂ-àﬁ-JƒÌ-..............550-_-570…-dƒﬂ-∫·-’-MÌ-Œ-E.........1300-_-1400
ÀÌ-{-’V ∫·-’-MÌ-Œ-E-....1700-_-1800
ÿbV-√¢ (1 d∑ﬁ¢)..................-..4760
ÿbV-√¢(8 d∑ﬁ¢).............-......38,080
≤-G·-…ﬁ-W..................................13,-000‹ﬁ-x-µÌ-ÿÌ-..................................11,400…ﬁ¢-≤ﬁ-œﬂW-- ............................15,300
D ÊÊ…-»ﬁ-MﬂZ
-…-Ç-..................................................51
…-›¢..................................................48
D- ˘-ÃV ÁÃﬁV-¡Ì D Áµﬁ-G-œ¢¶V.-Æ-ÿ°.-Æ-ÿ°.4.................17600
¶V.-Æ-ÿ°.-Æ-ÿ°.-5.................17350
ISNR 20.....................................17000
‹ﬁxµÌÿÌ60%...........................12205
D Êµﬁ-∫Óﬂ
¶V.-Æ-ÿ°.-Æ-ÿ°.-4.................17600
¶V.Æÿ°.Æÿ°.5.................17350
D- Ãﬁ--ÁCﬁ--AÌ
¶V.-Æ-ÿÌ.-Æ-ÿÌ.1..................17571
¶V.-Æ-ÿÌ.-Æ-ÿÌ.2..................17436
¶V.-Æ-ÿÌ.-Æ-ÿÌ.-3..................17311
¶V.-Æ-ÿÌ.-Æ-ÿÌ.-4..................17244
¶V.-Æ-ÿÌ.-Æ-ÿÌ.-5..................17142
D- µ·‹ﬁ‹¢…‚V
Æ-ÿÌ.-Æ-¢.¶V20....................13049
‹ﬁxµÌÿÌ60%............................12177
D ¶-‹M·-›
-Ê’-{ﬂ-ÊÇ-H.................14500-_-15100-Êµﬁ-d… Êƒ-{ﬂ-’Ì ......................8900
Êµﬁ-d… ≤ﬁ-Êø............................8850
Êµﬁ-d… ¯ﬁ-÷ﬂ.............................8800
-ÿbV-√¢ ≤-¯· d∑ﬁ¢-...................4745ÿbV-√¢ Æ-G·-d∑ﬁ¢--..............38, 280
ƒC¢ 10 d∑ﬁ¢........-...................49100
Ê’-Uﬂ ≤-¯· µﬂ-Á‹ﬁ....-..........66000

